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Modern Luxury celebrated the re-opening of Gucci's new boutique at the Bal Harbour Shops, part of the brand's expanding South Florida presence. Modern Luxury Fashion Director and VP of ...
Ocean Drive Celebrates the Re-opening of Gucci's New Boutique
Mercedes-AMG is no stranger to fast boats. The automaker has a dozen special editions under its belt now, but 2021’s may well be the most dramatic. Riffing off the potent 2021 AMG GT Black, ...
This unique 41′ Nighthawk AMG Black Series cigarette boat redefined my definition of speed
The work of artist Julian Charrière is filled with improbable, otherworldly imagery. An ornate fountain simultaneously spews water and fire. A solitary figure stands atop an iceberg in the middle of ...
In DMA show, Julian Charrière captures the unforgiving power of nature
Engineering model of the robotic handling arm during testing at NASA JPL. Courtesy of NASA and Steve Hunker. By his own admission, Steve Hunker ('08 ...
UTA grad’s work found on ocean floor and surface of Mars
Continuing a recent trend, a divided Mayor and Council this week denied a request from a private sector company to install three small-cell ...
Divided Ocean City Council Votes Down Three Cell Towers
A lack of iron in certain parts of the ocean limits photosynthesis by phytoplankton. Earlier studies led by Dr. Zhou, first author and oceanography researcher at Chinese Academy of Science's South ...
Aluminum facilitates CO2 capture on the ocean floor
Ocean City’s new Tourism and Business Development Director Tom Perlozzo has hit the ground running in his first weeks on the job, including ...
Ocean City In Early Stages Of Rebranding Process
Next time you’re standing on a clifftop gazing out over the mighty Southern Ocean, stop and ask yourself: “Am I really gazing out over the Southern Ocean?”.
South Australia now sits on the Indian Ocean, according to National Geographic
Ocean Power Technologies, Inc. ("OPT" or the "Company") (NYSE American: OPTT), a leader in innovative and cost-effective low carbon ocean energy solutions, today announced that its Board of Directors ...
Ocean Power Technologies Announces Executive Management Changes
How these mangrove roots interact with water flow is believed to be a key element in mitigating ... professor in the Department of Ocean and Mechanical Engineering within the College of ...
Mangrove Root Model May Hold the Key to Preventing Coastal Erosion
Dr. Ross Calvert from the University of Oxford's Department of Engineering Science and his co-authors found that larger floating ocean debris can be transported at a rate faster than Stokes drift ...
Floating ocean plastic can get a boost to its wave-induced transport because of its size
The discovery of a strange substance on the floor of the Pacific Ocean could have big ... its sensitivity for heavy elements including plutonium isotopes,” Dr Hotchkis said.
Australian scientists identify ‘alien’ substance on Pacific Ocean floor
reflecting our outstanding aerospace engineering program and exceptional faculty.” The team’s design, called SPEAR (Subglacial ocean Probe Exploration, Access, and Research), is an exploration module ...
Design spearing surface of Jupiter’s moon earns students second place in competition
Co-developed with Galway Mayo Institute of Technology, the BEng in Automation and Robotics brings essential skills to the community and includes design of ...
Thermo King Announces Development of a Bachelor of Engineering Degree and a Robotics Automation Training Centre
Women are still underrepresented in engineering, but as this year’s WE50 awards show, their work has touched every corner of the UK despite the challenges of Covid-19 ...
‘They’ve kept the power on’: 2021’s top 50 women in engineering – the full list
Understanding how these microbes survive by interacting with different metals and gases is opening up new knowledge about Earth's elements ... Dr. Anna Krüger, a consultant in genetic engineering ...
Extremophiles could hold clues for climate change-tackling technologies
First place will speak with Dr. Jyotika Virmani, executive director of Schmidt Ocean Institute; Second place will talk to Dr. Nadya Vinogradova Shiffer, physical oceanographer and program ...
York High School competes among 21 teams in National Ocean Sciences Bowl finals
With its proximity to the Atlantic Ocean, the elements, especially wind ... With numerous appearances on Golf Channel's Morning Drive, local TV, nationwide radio and countless publications ...
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